Medication practices and experiences of older adults discharged home from hospital: a feasibility study protocol
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Background: Switzerland’s aging population raises pressing questions about maintaining older adults in their home environments and the problems associated with managing complex treatments requiring medication in such contexts. Few studies have examined older adults’ experiences of changes in their medication on discharge home following hospitalization for illness or an accident. Similarly, few studies have evaluated the involvement of informal and professional caregivers in the medication practices used with older adults living at home. However, medication practices are complex and understanding them requires an interest in their underlying logic and the interactions that constitute them. This study will explore the feasibility of recruiting older adults and then collecting and analyzing data on their medication practices and their experiences of discharge home after hospitalization for an illness or following an accident. Furthermore, it will describe the involvement of informal caregivers and homecare professionals in these processes.

Design and methods: The study will use a qualitative methodology. The first phase will be developed in the general medicine and surgery wards of Sion hospital and in the town’s community healthcare center. This phase will aim to build a close collaboration between the research team and the health care professionals of Valais hospitals and the community healthcare center. It will enable data collection from professional caregivers to identify the tools, and potentially the interventions, which are used to prepare older adults for hospital discharge and return home, particularly with regard to the medication prescribed to them. In the second phase, semi-structured interviews will be conducted with eight patients aged 75 years old or more who have returned home after hospitalization. Interviews will also be conducted with their informal and professional caregivers.

Conclusion: This feasibility study will enable the identification of tools that leverage improved adhesion to a medical treatment that has been adjusted and stabilized following discharge home from hospital. It will incorporate the points of view of older adults and the different stakeholders involved in the management of their medication and the development of tangible solutions to encourage treatment adhesion on discharge home. This study’s findings will enable us to design a much larger future study.
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Background

The demographic transition being brought about by Switzerland’s aging population raises questions about the place of older adults within our society.¹⁻³ The majority of people age relatively well, even with one or more stable chronic diseases.⁴⁻⁵ However,
a significant proportion of very old adults have crippling chronic diseases or unstable multimorbidity requiring multiple treatment components involving complex medication. This leads to more and more questions about the relevance and safety of medication treatments for this population. Issues relating to medication for older adults must increasingly be addressed in the context of patients living in their own homes. Indeed, in 2013, Switzerland could only accommodate 16.8% of its population aged 80 years or more in nursing homes.

Both political and public health actors agree on the need to maintain older adults in their homes for as long as possible. This agreement will make it possible to cope with the limited capacity available in nursing homes and the considerably higher costs of hospital and nursing-home care compared with the provision of homecare. Moreover, this political will is consistent with the wishes expressed by the majority of older adults themselves. Indeed, several authors have documented that 9 out of 10 older adults wish to stay at home as long as possible.

Maintaining old and very old adults in their homes when they have already lost a certain amount of autonomy has major consequences on the organization of care: they can manage certain dimensions of their own care or treatments, but there is also a need for the involvement of professional caregivers, home helps, and informal caregivers. Medication management is an integral part of the daily life of older adults and a necessary condition for maintaining them at home. Moreover, taking into account the high prevalence of multimorbidity in this population, medication management often becomes a determinant of an older adult’s state of health and quality of life at home.

Several studies have reported that older adults are at high risk of poor adherence to treatment, including missed doses, discontinuation of treatment, changes in schedules and/or doses, or excessive use. Misuse of certain categories of drugs, such as sleeping pills, analgesics, tranquilizers, as well as appetite suppressants and stimulants, is common.

Problems associated with low or no therapeutic adherence are all the more evident in the sensitive period of discharge home from hospital. Nonadherence may lead to a degradation in the patient’s clinical condition, short-term, avoidable hospitalization or readmission, physical and cognitive decline, an exacerbation of chronic medical conditions, and increased health costs. Several authors have documented that about 30% of the avoidable readmissions of older adults are directly related to nonadherence to the physician’s prescription. Other studies have reported on the indirect impacts of the adverse effects of drug nonadherence, such as falls, dehydration, or acute confusion, that may lead to hospitalizations and readmissions. Older adults often undergo changes in their posology and prescribed medication during hospitalization and in the first few months after hospital discharge due to comorbidities and the need for disease stabilization. Such changes tend to decreased adherence. Older adults may also continue to take medications that were discontinued during hospitalization, fail to begin a new treatment initiated during hospitalization, or take incorrect dosages. Indeed, they are particularly at risk of nonadherence in the first days or weeks after hospital discharge. In addition, older adults taking five or more drugs are considered to be more susceptible to the consequences of polypharmacy, such as adverse drug reactions, drug–drug interactions, nonadherence, or drug–food interactions.

A limited number of studies have focused on the personal perspectives of older adults’ experiences of returning to their homes after hospitalization. These few works indicated that older adults felt that there was a lack of clear, understandable explanations about changes to medication at hospital discharge, and that there was little opportunity to question health care professionals about their medication during their hospital stays. Inadequate explanations about medications not only result in omissions and incorrect dosages, but also anxiety and confusion in older adults. Although patients have different information needs about their drugs in this transitional phase, most would like to receive basic information about their treatments. Weak communication between hospital physicians and general practitioners (GPs) or pharmacists has also been described. However, the GP appears to be the key person influencing the proper use of new prescriptions initiated in the hospital. Despite the significance of these studies, they did not extend to the medication practices of older adults returning home after hospitalization, or their adherence and adjustments over time. They also failed to identify the involvement of professional or informal caregivers in this sensitive context. Moreover, this specific issue has not, to the best of our knowledge, been studied in the Swiss context. Although a large number of studies have focused on adherence to medication treatments for specific pathologies, such as chronic cardiovascular disease or diabetes, the context of return home after hospital discharge has not been addressed, and the main methods used in these studies did not allow for reporting on older adults’ medication practices or their personal experiences. Some studies have identified the operational strategies which older adults living at home use to integrate new drugs into their daily habits and change some of their routines, especially for
The strategies are choreographed into broader daily routines, and older adults’ recall methods rely on spatial characteristics within their homes and on the temporal rhythms of their day. However, further studies are essential to identify the logic which older adults use to manage daily changes in their medication and dosing regimens following hospitalization, while integrating these into the rhythm of their daily lives and the spaces in their homes. Several studies have examined the involvement of homecare professionals and informal caregivers, but significant questions remain unanswered. On leaving hospital, medication is often managed by the older adult and his/her family, in partnership with the attending GP, a community health care nurse, or a pharmacist. Experimental studies, such as randomized controlled clinical trials, have examined the effectiveness of interventions by nurses alone or in collaboration with other stakeholders on home-based older adults’ drug adherence. Although the role of community health care nurses is fundamental, partly because of their proximity to patients and partly because of their role as an interface between patients, pharmacists, and physicians, these studies often revealed how relatively ineffective interventions were and how poor drug adherence was, without any analysis of their etiology. Several other studies have investigated the impact of the quality of health care relationships on the medication practices of home-dwelling older adults, particularly in the process of therapeutic adherence. However, they did not consider the specific context of return home after hospitalization. This review of the literature showed that there is a need for studies in Switzerland to help understand the medication practices of home-dwelling older adults discharged from hospital. These studies should involve patients’ perceptions, as well as those of their informal caregivers and home health care professionals.

Theoretical framework of the study
Based on an interdisciplinary study combining health psychology and nursing sciences, this project will explore the feasibility of collecting and analyzing data on the medication practices and experiences of older adults returning home after hospitalization for illness or following an accident. It is a feasibility study to test the relevance of the methodology for a planned larger future study. It integrates an examination of how professional and informal caregivers are involved in these practices and experiences. To accomplish this objective, the patient care circle for care transitions of Lee et al and the framework of medication adherence among older adults of Murray et al will guide the research project. The chosen approach considers the different dimensions of medication practices and their underlying logic.

- The personal dimension: medication practices take place in the private spatiotemporal existence of everyday life, where older adults’ habits, routines, and personal preferences are juxtaposed and removed from the formal world of health care institutions.
- The community and social dimension: on the one hand, medication practices involve all the other actors involved in the everyday life of older adults, and are thus the result of a co-construction; on the other hand, they are steeped in shared values, norms, and social representations.

The questions presented below will guide this feasibility study before a future large-scale study is conducted:
- How do older adults who have returned home manage their medication after hospitalization for an illness or following an accident?
- What are the medication practices and experiences of older adults who have been discharged home? What are older adults’ perceptions of the place that their medication takes within their private space and everyday life? Which of the medication practices used by older adults facilitate or hinder drug adherence in this context of change?
- Who is involved in the management of older adults’ medication when they return home? At what level, frequency, or intensity are they involved? What place does medication take in the relationship between the older adult and those around him/her (informal or professional caregivers)? What place does medication take in affirming or refuting the older adult’s status as a sick person, or in justifying a need for support from health care professionals and informal caregivers?

Design and methods

Design
This feasibility study will take place in two phases. The first phase will take place in Sion’s acute care hospital and in the town’s community healthcare center (CHC). It will identify the current means, interventions, and practices used to prepare older adults for hospital discharge, particularly with regard to their prescribed medications. It will also build a close collaboration between the research team and Valais hospitals’ and CHC’s health care professionals. It will involve them in data collection, and thus strengthen the project’s relevance and its relevance to the needs of health care professionals.

The second phase will focus on collecting data from older adults discharged from hospital and their informal and professional caregivers. In addition to being based on
the perceptions of the actors involved, the originality of this study is to integrate three types of regards to help understand older adults’ experiences of medication practices.

The proposed study will rely on different specific data collection methods which favor a focus on the actual practices used by older adults to manage their medication. We will use individual interviews, joint interviews, medication journals, and walking interviews using household photographs.

Generating data through multiple methods and different points of view will enable the researchers to triangulate data and sources. Every method and data source provides another perspective on the phenomenon studied; each method helps to give us a better overall vision. Finally, the older adults will be interviewed at several points in time. This methodological design will make it possible to analyze any evolution in their medication practices and experiences following their discharge from hospital.

Study setting
This study will be conducted in the canton of Valais in Switzerland. It will rely on a close collaboration between the research team and Valais hospitals and CHC.

Participants’ characteristics
The study’s first phase will involve nurse supervisors from the Surgery and General Medicine wards at Valais hospitals and from the CHC, who will be interviewed, as will liaison nurses. The Surgery and General Medicine wards were selected based on their high numbers of hospitalized older adults with high rates of comorbidity and polypharmacy. Liaison nurses ensure seamless healthcare between hospitals and the community. We consider their participation to be essential to the study.

The study’s second phase will involve three groups of participants: older adults discharged home from hospital after illness or accident (n=12), their informal caregivers (n=12), and their professional caregivers (n=12). Older adults will be 75 years old or above, taking ongoing polymedication and supervised by a CHC which uses the comprehensive geriatric assessment tool – Resident Assessment Instrument for Home Care (RAI-HC).

We defined informal caregivers as any family member, neighbor, or a friend assisting a dependent older adult with certain activities of their daily life. This assistance, help, care, or physical presence must be given on a regular basis for at least two basic activities or instrumental activities of daily life or to ensure patient safety, for 6 months or more. The informal caregiver will be included in the study if the recruited older adult identifies that person as being significant in the management of their medication and if they give written informed consent to participate.

Professional caregivers are those employed to provide professional home health care services (ie, nurses, nursing assistants). He/she will be included in the study if the recruited older adult identifies him/her as the professional most involved in his/her medication management.

Older adults and informal caregivers will be assessed on their capacity for judgment and their ability to speak and understand French. Table 1 presents the specific inclusion/exclusion criteria for each group of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Older adults | • Aged 75 years or above  
• Man or woman  
• Hospitalized in general medicine or surgery ward at Valais hospitals  
• Capacity for judgment as assessed and confirmed by a physician  
• Able to speak and understand French  
• Living alone or in a couple, in a rural or urban area in the region  
• Monitored by a CHC in the canton of Valais (before hospitalization) which uses the RAI-HC geriatric assessment tool  
• Taking at least five different medications  
• Discharged home with a change from the usual medication used before hospitalization | A stay in a nursing home or rehabilitation center has been planned |
| Informal caregiver | • Designated by the older adult as the most significant informal caregiver involved in medication management  
• Capacity for judgment  
• Able to speak and understand French  
• Aged 18 years or above | |
| Professional caregiver | • Employed in professional homecare services for at least 6 months  
• Registered nurse, nursing assistant, or GP  
• Designated by the older adult as having a key role in medication management | • Interim nurse for <3 months  
• Student nurse  
• Apprentice |

Abbreviations: CHC, community healthcare center; GP, general practitioner; RAI-HC, Resident Assessment Instrument for Home Care.
Participant recruitment
Four eligible older adults will be recruited from both the General Medicine ward and the Surgery ward using a non-probability sampling method with reasoned choice. Recruitment will be done in collaboration with nurses from these wards. They will briefly explain the study to the patient orally. The older adult will be asked for permission to release his/her name to the researchers. During the initial contact with the nurse, potential participants will be assured that accepting to give their names to the researchers will not oblige them to participate in the study. Those who agree to participate in the study will meet the researcher before their hospital discharge. The researcher will explain the study in detail, the written informed consent, and answer any relevant questions. In order to give the patient time to think, the same researcher will contact the older adult by telephone during the week following hospital discharge and ask for his/her agreement to participate in the study. In case of agreement, a first interview at home will be organized in the next few days.

Description of data collection
Data collection and analysis will be carried out by the authors, all experimented in qualitative research in the field of aging and/or health sciences.

Data collection from Valais hospitals’ and CHC’s nurses
An interview will be conducted with each nurse supervisor in the selected wards of Valais hospitals, and with liaison nurses in order to identify the means, interventions, and nursing practices used to prepare older adults for hospital discharge, with particular regard to the management of their medications. At Sion CHC, an interview will be organized with the nurse supervisor to explore the nursing interventions to do with medication.

In the second phase of data collection from older adults, their informal and professional caregivers will also be involved.

Data collection from older adult
During the first home meeting with the older adult, the researcher will provide all the details of the study. He/she will be invited to sign the written informed consent form, allowing the researcher to collect sociodemographic and health data (RAI-HC) and to notify his/her GP. Participants will be given the option not to inform their GP. The researcher will suggest that the older adult participates in two semi-structured interviews, with each lasting about an hour and the interviews spaced 3–4 weeks apart.

Data collection will begin at this first meeting, with a first semi-structured interview following an interview guide. In order to understand their experiences, the aim will be to collect the older adults’ perspectives on hospitalization, the return home, information received about the treatment and its possible modifications, and the informal and professional caregivers involved. The older adult will be interviewed alone.

The researcher will then ask the participant to complete a week-long medication journal,29,55 either alone or with help from informal or professional caregivers. The researcher will explain this tool in detail, emphasizing that any information on daily medication routines is helpful, even if the older adult feels unable to complete the journal for the full 7 days. The instruction will mention the importance to note all the medicines taken, not only those prescribed by the doctors but also the other possible medicines. This will provide information on the daily routines associated with the participant’s medication and will form the basis for the second interview.

The second interview will take place 3–4 weeks after the first one. It will be based on the participant’s medication journal and will take the form of a walking interview56 using household photographs. Walking interviews lie between a standard interview and observation, recording the participant’s discourse about his/her practices in association with an observation of the physical spaces and objects, such as the drugs mentioned by the individual, with which the older adult interacts moving through his/her everyday environment. The researcher will ask the participant to explain his/her medication practices while pointing out the locations within his/her home where drugs are stored, prepared, and taken. The hypothesis underlying this methodology is that the physical presence of drugs promotes discussion.77,58 We will identify and photograph,55 with the participants’ agreement, the places where medication is stored, where the contact details for medical professionals and information are stored, and the locations of any other objects involved in daily care practices. The collection and analysis of photographs provides a better understanding of the complexity of medication management in home settings. They help to capture the interviewee’s concerns or strategies when they are pointed out to the interviewer. The interview guide will investigate the self-medication issue to see the extent and influence of this practice.

Data collection from informal caregivers
A joint interview29 with the older adult and his/her principal informal caregiver29 will be organized at the patient’s home 1–2 weeks after the second interview with the older adult.
This type of interview provides access to the interactions between older adults and their informal caregivers with regards to medication management. We hypothesize that the main informal caregiver is deeply involved in the older adult’s experience of medication management, but the caregiver’s ideas about this may be similar to, overlapping with, or different from those of the older adult.

### Data collection from professional caregivers

A semi-structured interview of about 1 hour will be conducted to explore the older adult’s medication practices and other issues associated with the return home after hospitalization from the point of view of his/her professional caregiver. This will take place at the CHC, 1–2 weeks after the joint interview which brought together the older adult and his/her informal caregiver.

### Feasibility indicators

Several indicators will be collected in order to obtain accurate data with which to carefully plan the subsequent large-scale study. A diary will be used to collect data during both the phases of the study, including collaboration with field partners, ease of and time necessary for recruitment, number of refusals to participate, and the facilitators, barriers, and time needed for the different components of data collection from the participants, informal caregivers, and health professionals.

Access to the field will be facilitated by a partnership between researchers from the University of Applied Sciences and Arts Western Switzerland, based in canton of Valais, and Valais hospitals and CHC.

One of the risks already identified concerns the intrusive nature of exploring patients’ homes and finding out about their medication use. Participants may feel exposed or vulnerable when dealing with someone whom they may associate with medical authority. They may feel threatened or judged by the researcher if they believe that their adherence to treatment and their ability to live at home independently is being assessed. The research team will remain very attentive to patients’ perceptions and will strive to be caring in this context. The oral and written information provided to the participants will particularly emphasize that the researchers are independent and non-judgmental about medication practices. Participants will receive all possible details about the study’s ethical provisions (information leaflets, informed consent forms, oral and written information about how data will be exploited throughout the research protocol, the freedom to withdraw from the study at any moment, the independence of researchers from professional caregivers).

### Data analyses

A database will be prepared in an Excel 2013® format to record the participants’ sociodemographic data. Data on the participants’ health statuses will be collected using the RAI-HC data at the CHC and will be analyzed using the IBM-SPSS® version 25.0. This will enable a description of participants’ sociodemographic characteristics, such as age, sex, marital status, education, type and place of residence, level of education, and previous employments. Besides health status, the RAI-HC will provide a profile of each participant, his/her hospitalizations, and the health care providers involved.

The data collected via the interviews will be examined according to an analysis plan that integrates and compares two different analytical methods: 1) thematic content analysis using NVivo v.11® software; using this method, the themes identified emerge from the data and provide a rich and detailed account of the data set; themes can be compared by different members of the analysis team until consensus is reached and 2) lexicometric analysis, using Iramuteq software, a technique derived from the Alceste® method; the program allows a very fine exploration, both within each interview and across the whole corpus of interviews, of the structures that underlie the discourse.

Each older adult’s medication journal will be analyzed and categorized according to the same principles as the interviews. The data collected in these documents will be put into perspective by the analysis of the interviews.

In the final data analysis, links will be made between the interviews, the medication journal, the patient’s medical data records and prescriptions, and the photos of the drug locations.

Feasibility indicators will be analyzed using descriptive statistics.

### Ethics approval and consent to participate

The research protocol has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Canton Vaud (2017-01025). Written informed consent will be obtained from all participants before data collection commences, and confidentiality will be ensured and preserved in all cases.

### Discussion

This study’s added value lies in its combination of professional, academic, and applied research skills to investigate a public health problem. Indeed, the study will have an impact on older adults, their informal caregivers, and health care professionals. It will contribute to a better understanding of the as-yet poorly evaluated component reasons of why
vulnerable older adults living at home do or do not adhere to their medication. It will enable an exploration of the tools that leverage improved adherence to a medical treatment that has been adjusted and stabilized following a discharge home from hospital. The findings will also help to avoid future negative consequences such as falls, acute confusion, or rehospitalization. The integration of the perspectives and points of view of older adults themselves, in conjunction with those of the other actors involved in their medication management at home, should aid the development of tangible, inter-professional solutions to encourage medication adherence after hospital discharge home. The knowledge produced will be shared with the health care professionals at Valais hospitals and CHC during feedback sessions.

Scientifically, this study is interesting because of its collaborative, inter-professional approach combining health psychology and nursing sciences, an original methodology and the use of existing data (RAI-HC data) to build or reinforce collaborative networks.

The World Health Organization recommends interprofessional collaboration as a means of ensuring optimal quality of care in complex cases and situations. Communications and publications in relevant scientific journals will highlight and promote the methodologies used and the new knowledge revealed. The study’s findings will be used to design a future larger-scale study.
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